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Figure 6 User study participant responses to application usability questions Figure 8 Overall sentiment

Figure 7 Time using app

The user study showed positive sentiment towards the
application (Figure 2). One participant commented
how they "hate going to new places and not knowing
where to explore [or] what to do" and that the app
"takes the distraction away and focuses on actual

activities".

Users overwhelmingly agreed that the app was easy
to use, commenting that they "like how minimal it

is" while "information [is] nicely
presented geographically". Two thirds
reported that would enjoy using the
app frequently.

Users found the app useful. One user,
explaining recommendations, said
"I go down the rabbit
hole, [and think] oh
this is cool, this is
connected to this".
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1. Feedback from users positively confirms that Explorer improves intellectual
accessibility of WikiData's geospatial data.

2. The system provided utility to participants, indicated by their enjoyment
and willingness to use it again.

3. Extenisibility is achievable by using a plugin based architecture, which was
practical and efficient.

4. It is possible to build a Knowledge Base backed maps application for end
users using only open-source data and technologies.

• Explore improved recommendations using Knowledge Graph embeddings

• Support user submitted plugins for custom functionality.

• Develop integrations with third party sources for additional detailed info
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Web technologies enable seamless cross platform
support, Explorer is built as a Progressive Web App
using the latest Vue3 and Ionic frameworks.

An extensible architecture (Fig. 3) makes use of
plugins to extend domain specific business logic of
each feature.

Relevant recommendations (Fig. 5) are provided by
analysing relationships in WikiData's Knowledge Graph.

Context specific detailed information (Fig. 2) is
sourced by plugins that understand the Knowledge
Graph.

Categorisation of places using WikiData allows rich
category information such icons (A4) to be shown.

Place Preferences (Fig. 1) use the Knowledge Graph
structure to show places only of certain categories.
Users can search from thousands of categories to suit
their needs. Unwanted place types can be
hidden (A3)

An online survey and in-person focus group
sessions evaluated the apps usability and
utility with the target audience.

18 respondents to the online survey
provided quantitative data based on the
System Usability Scale. A semi-structured
interview with focus group members helped
explain this data.
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Figure 3 Implementation architecture overview, showing how
plugins are associated with each application service/feature.

Problem: The general public are unable to utilise Geospatial Open Data on
WikiData due to a skill and knowledge gap.

Solution: Explorer is a novel mobile application which aims to increase the
general public accessibility of Geospatial Open Data. The application was
designed to run on any mobile device within a web browser. It uses Semantic
Web technologies to reason about data on WikiData, and uses this to provide
discovery features.

Results: A user study finds that the application is useful and users enjoy
discovering information from WikiData, although it is
not always relevant to them. Some data accuracy
issues with WikiData are also highlighted.

Figure 2 WikiData users per day [4]

Introduction

Objectives

Many organisations publish Open Geospatial Data which can be used freely by
third parties to understand geographic features. However, a lack of skills and
knowledge restrict its use by the general public and incompatible storage
formats prevent effective use by app developers [1].

Semantic Web technologies reduce technological barriers to knowledge
sharing by representing information within Knowledge Graphs which
developers can query using standardised protocols [2].

WikiData is a Knowledge Base of Open Data maintained by Wikimedia. It is
widely regarded as a machine readable version of
Wikipedia and has been growing steadily since its
inception in 2012 (Fig 2). It contains geospatial
information of over 9 million distinct places [3].

Explorer aims to use WikiData to improve the
intellectual accessibility of Open Geospatial Data
to the general public.

1. Improve the intellectual accessibility of Open
Geospatial Data

2. Evaluate WikiData for geospatial entity detail
provision and recommendation

3. Explore how Open Data applications can provide
modularity and extensibility

4. Promote open data and open source software
development

Figure 4 Some detailed information
presented for Inverness Railway Station

Figure 5 Recommendations for Aberdeen Art Gallery
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Figure 1 Category selection screen


